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Marston 55003-2 (5-CDs)  107 tracks 373 min. 

Among dramatic Italian sopranos of the early twentieth century, Celestina 
Boninsegna (1877-1947) had few peers and no superiors. My old mentor Professor 
C.G.S. de Villiers of Stellenbosch, ‘Dr Con’, awarded her first place, even taking such
names as Lilli Lehmann, Kirsten Flagstad, Berta Morena, Emmy Krüger and Marie
Gutheil-Schoder into account; and he had heard most of them.

Reviewing this Marston set of her G&T, Pathé, American Columbia, HMV and 
Italian Columbia records has been immensely satisfying for me. Although I have 
been listening to Boninsegna for 60 or 70 years and possess various LPs and CDs of 
her, I have never before been able to hear her in such concentration. 

The result has been increasing respect for her art and immense, intense 
enjoyment, despite a few frustrations. As so often, enjoyment is enhanced by 
Marston’s presentation, with a slew of photos and a biographical/critical essay by 
Michael Aspinall which yet again renders my puny efforts redundant. However, as I 
do not always agree with MA, I shall plough on. 

A few general points. Of all singers, Boninsegna, with her penchant for broad 
tempi, should have been allotted 12-inch sides for most arias. Pathé restricted her 
somewhat to 11¼-inch discs, often resulting in a slight sense of haste even when the 
music was slightly cut. She is matched with a generally rather weedy bunch of 
tenors, most of whom, one feels, the statuesque Boninsegna could have tucked 
under her arm and carried offstage. 

She was either famous or notorious, according to your point of view, 
for her baleful chest voice, into which she would dive with abandon, emerging 
with all the p anache of an old-time racing driver crashing gears. I love it, but 
I have observed connoisseurs shudder when contemplating it. MA voices concern 
about her pushing her chest voice too high. 

Perhaps more serious, when you consider that she was renowned above all as 
a Verdi singer, is that she will often break the composer’s arching phrases in 
Il Trovatore or La Forza del Destino with a little breath. For anyone brought 
up on Zinka Milanov or Maria Caniglia, it can be disconcerting. I checked all 
three ladies’ interpretations of ‘Madre, pietosa vergine’ from Forza. Milanov in 
1955 does steal a tiny breath the third time the big theme appears, but that 
iteration follows a very agitated passage. Usually she breaks at the comma before 
‘Signor’. Caniglia in 1941 tends to breathe before the second ‘pietà’, which 
is equally musical. Boninsegna breaks the eight-note main part of the 
theme after six or even four notes and Beckmesser’s finger starts wagging. 

In view of all the duplications, I group the arias from each opera or 
composer together, to save space. 

Norma: The set opens with the 1904 G&T ‘Casta Diva’, accompanied at the 
piano by Carlo Sabajno. The horn catches CB’s vibrato and the tremulous tone 
limits my enjoyment, despite pleasing graces. The 1908 Pathé is good but 
hurried. Then the 1910 US Columbia is simply lovely, ideal. Similarly ‘Ah! Bello 
a me ritorno’ with chorus, from G&T in 1906, could make you wonder if Bellini 
was her territory; but the 1910 version is excellent. The trio ‘Deh! Non volerli 
vittime’ (G&T, 1906) is worthwhile: tenor Luigi Colazza and bass Andrés Perelló 
de Segurola (listed as a ‘baritone’!) are good companions. 



Il trovatore: ‘D’amor sull’ ali rosee’ from 1904 proves straight away that Verdi is 
more congenial for her. The 1907 Pathé is pretty good, with nice trills – she could 
have done one at the end. The 1910 Columbia is very fine although the trills vary a 
bit and, given a 12-inch matrix, she verges on getting bogged down. The 1904 G&T 
of the ‘Miserere’ is good from CB’s point of view but the perspective for tenor 
Giovanni Valls is the opposite of what Verdi intended. In 1908 for Pathé, balance is 
better but Augusto Scampini is one of the weeds. In the magnificent 1905 G&T 
series, ‘Tacea le notte placida’ is taken quite slowly, in the grand manner – no room 
for the cabaletta. With a minute less time for Pathé in 1908, CB sounds hustled. 
The US Columbia includes the cabaletta, at the expense of Verse 2 of the aria. A 
year later CB’s only published Edison (of three) is rather slow, like a stately Spanish 
galleon under sail, with naughty little breaths. From 1905 we have both parts of 
Leonora’s duet with the Count, Part 1 twice, with the excellent Francesco Cigada – 
superb singing! I have the little book about Cigada, well worth finding although the 
discography is risible. A curiosity from CB’s last series, for Pathé in 1918-19, is 
Azucena’s big monologue, not bad, although Stignani can rest easy in her grave.  

Aida: ‘O patria mia’ from 1904, with recitative, is pretty marvellous, with a lovely 
final note. The 1908 Pathé of the aria is nicely sung but the 1909 HMV with recit is 
my favourite. The 1910 US Columbia features prominent chest notes and a sob but 
again the final note is lovely. ‘Fuggiam gli’ adori inospiti’ from the Nile scene finds 
CB in 1904 partnered by Valls, not exactly Martinelli, Pertile or Vickers. Icilio 
Calleja in 1918-19 is a worthy Radames but they get a mingy 2:44 Pathé side-length. 
‘Ritorna vincitor!’ first appears on Pathé in 1907, a bit cramped but very good. I 
agree with MA that the 1909 HMV, on two sides, is one of CB’s most superlative 
achievments. The 1910 US Columbia and 1911 unpublished Edison are also very 
fine, but the later Pathé on two 11¼-inch sides is a little rushed. More interesting 
from those 1918-19 sessions is the Amneris-Aida duet with the splendid Ninì 
Frascani, about whom MA is uncomplimentary. 

Ernani: The 1905 ‘Ernani, involami’ – just the aria – is thrilling, the voice 
captured well and CB’s middle register sounding gorgeous. The piece goes with less 
of a swing in 1907 for Pathé; the recording is horrid and rattly. Order is restored by 
the 1910 US Columbia, which has real impetus, includes the cabaletta 
and incorporates a lovely trill. The Italian Columbia is very nice but a 10-inch matrix 
has no room for the cabaletta. The Act 1 duet ‘Da quel dì’ with the King (G&T, 
1905) brings superb Verdi singing, as she and Cigada exploit their runs to give a lift 
to the rhythm. 
  I vespri siciliani: By 1905 G&T was providing an orchestra but a tremendous 
rendition of the bolero ‘Mercè, dilette amiche’ with piano was perhaps waxed to fill 
out a session. Carlo Sabajno’s playing shows no sign of lack of rehearsal. The 1908 
Pathé with one of that label’s particularly flatulent orchestras is also enjoyable. 
  Un ballo in maschera: Both arias are very fine and highly dramatic in 1905, 
despite oddities – few clock strikes in the gibbet scene, emendations to the 
cadenza in ‘Morrò, ma prima in grazia’. The latter pops up again on Pathé (1907), 
pretty well done, and on Italian Columbia, very intense. In Part 1 of the love duet 
(G&T, 1906), CB is really on song; Emanuele Ischierdo is adequate, better than 
Narciso del Ry in Parts 1 and 2 on Italian Columbia – but despite del Ry’s 
stuttering tremolo I have always enjoyed these two sides. CB’s best Riccardo is 
Luigi Bolis (HMV, 1917): we get just Part 2 but an additional take is some 
compensation. 



La forza del destino: We first encounter CB’s Leonora in the wonderful 1905 G&T 
series. She helps herself to extra breaths but ‘Madre, pietosa vergine’, with an 
excellent chorus not mentioned by Marston or Kelly’s Italian catalogue, is still 
impressive. Two takes of ‘La vergine degli angeli’, with the terrific chorus identified 
as from La Scala, find CB snatching an extra breath again but the overall impression 
is lovely. Another ‘Madre’ from 1906, with chorus, is absolutely spiffing despite the 
breaths; and a cut ‘Pace, pace mio Dio’ is on the same level, with a lovely floated 
high note and a good climax. The 1907 Pathé ‘Pace’ is pretty good but heavily cut. 
Italian Columbia’s ‘Madre’ is sung with much feeling and phrases still broken, but 
those who bought it with its coupled ‘La vergine’ must have been well satisfied. Both 
sides have chorus, not mentioned in the track details. At last, in 1911, CB was given 
six minutes for ‘Pace’ but it was not published by the eccentric Edison! Those who 
bought ‘The Edison Masters’ will already have this jewel. Oh to have heard her sing 
this role in the theatre, her tone expanding to fill the space! 

L'Africana: We have nothing from Les Huguenots, but space in two 1905 G&T 
sessions was devoted to Meyerbeer’s L’Africaine. Both takes of ‘Già l’odio 
m’abbandona’ were issued, 535c by Victor, 535½c in Europe: CB’s declamation in 
the recitative is authoritative and the aria is very fine, with a fearless high note. 
Europe got the slightly better take, despite a sob. From the same session as the 
Vespri bolero, ‘Quai celesti concenti’ – lively in the recit, lovely in the aria – is 
supported by Sabajno’s piano. 

La Gioconda: Boninsegna was born to sing ‘Suicidio!’ and in 1904 we can already 
hear her interpretation pretty well formed, with abundant chest voice. In 1907 for 
Pathé she is more cramped for time, by half a minute, but still delivers a good 
account. At the start of the 1910 US Columbia you get an inkling of the size of the 
voice: it is a stirring performance. The duet ‘L’amo come il fulgor’ with Laura, from 
the final Pathé sessions, is hurried but valuable as her only version: she and 
Frascani go at each other hammer and tongs. 

Faust: CB kept returning to Gounod’s opera. From 1904 we have part of the love 
duet, her sole outing with Fernando De Lucia – fortunately their vibrati have 
almost no chance to conflict and it is a nice side. A 1907 Pathé of the Ballad of the 

King of Thulé has only one verse, so is not rushed: her middle and lower register are 
most effective. The Ballad is also the best Faust side of the Italian Columbias – 
the others are the Jewel Song, not really her piece, and ‘Ei m’ama’. I should add that 
in 1908 CB recorded a fervent Bach-Gounod ‘Ave Maria’ for Pathé, with the 
violinist-composer Virgilio Ranzato (1883-1937), Toscanini’s concertmaster at La 
Scala. 
   Mefistofele: In Boito’s Faust opera, CB’s natural role was Helen of Troy; but she 
recorded two of Margherita’s scenes. ‘L’altra notte’, a 1907 Pathé, pleases MA and I 
must concur: it is very good, with marvellous trills, and she handles the intervals 
well. The death scene ‘Spunta l’aurora pallida’ is heart-wrenchingly delivered for 
Pathé in 1908, ending with the spoken excoriation: ‘Enrico, you disgust me!’ An 
equally excellent Italian Columbia remake offers just the sung part. 
   Puccini: Already in 1904 we get a lovely version of ‘In quelle trine morbide’ from 
Manon Lescaut, with piano. The 1907 Pathé with orchestra is almost as good but the 
companion ‘Sì, mi chiamano Mimì’ from La bohème is very rushed. That aria is 
better served in 1910, where MA hears “a memorably individual rendering”. I still 
cannot quite see CB as a Mimì, although I also cannot understand MA’s contention 
that the first few notes are weak. ‘Vissi d’arte’ from Tosca is first heard on 
US Columbia: it begins beautifully and the high notes really ring out: a lovely 
record. The Italian Columbia begins and ends even more softly and is another 
winner. 



Mascagni: Boninsegna was a superb exponent of Mascagni, whom she knew well. 
‘Voi lo sapete’ (Cavalleria rusticana) in 1904 is deeply felt although the copy is noisy 
and blasts; luckily G&T give her a 12-inch side in 1907 and the result is splendid, 
better than the Pathé from the same year. The 1910 US Columbia has me reflecting 
that there is no need for a mezzo in the role of Santuzza when CB’s lower register is 
so firm. A late Pathé version of ‘Tu qui Santuzza’ on two 10½-inch sides is not in 
great sound but Jesús de Gaviria is a fair Turiddu and CB emits lovely pure tones. 
The 1904 Letter Aria from Le maschere is of obvious interest – she was in the Rome 
première – and is very well sung; we also hear her speaking voice. An Italian 
Columbia of ‘Questo mio bianco manto’ from Isabeau trumps the late Pathé version 
in sound and performance – the latter’s coupling, ‘Venne un vecchierella’, which 
brings this set to a close, is beautifully sung but let down by the recording. 

Catalani, Giordano, Marchetti: Nothing from La Wally, but in 1917 CB set down 
the duet ‘Lascia per or che libera’ from Catalani’s Loreley for HMV: she is 
magnificent, Luigi Bolis has just a few interjections. Also very fine is the late Pathé 
of the aria ‘O forze recondite’ from this opera, although it is taken from a (very rare) 
poor copy. In 1917 CB has some fine phrases in the opening of the final duet from 
Andrea Chénier, but Bolis is merely adequate – no Pertile he. More interesting is 
the duet ‘O dolce voluttà’ from Marchetti’s Ruy Blas (G&T, 1906): Luigi Colazza is a 
pretty useful partner and CB’s acuti are terrific. 

Rossini, Donizetti, Gomes, Wagner: Variously cut versions of ‘Bel raggio 
lusinghier’ from Rossini’s Semiramide for Pathé in 1907 and US Columbia in 1910 
are marvellous as far as they go, but give just an impression of how CB may have 
sung the whole scene in concert. ‘Com’è bello’ from Donizetti’s Lucrezia Borgia, on 
a 1908 Pathé, is nice but hurried – MA likes CB’s decorations, as do I. It is 
wonderful to have the love duet from Gomes’s Il Guarany with Bolis from the 1917 
HMV sessions: weirdly only Part 1 was published at the time, although the second of 
two surviving takes of Part 2 later came out on Historic Masters. Italian Columbia 
took down CB’s interpretation of Elsa’s ‘Einsam in trüben tagen’ from Lohengrin, 
but only on a 10-inch matrix: she deploys tremendous declamation but the record 
breaks off rather abruptly. 

Songs: On the sparse recorded evidence, Boninsegna did not have the magic 
touch as a song interpreter, but of course it is good to hear her try pieces by 
Leoncavallo and Braga. 

She retired at the end of 1921. Too soon? Dr Con went to visit her in her Rome 
apartment in 1934 (in his little 1958 book of sketches, Musici en Mense [Musicians 
and People], he writes ‘I think that it was in 1935…’ but he had earlier given 1934 in 
The Record Collector; the exact date is important because it means that his visit 
predated that of Max de Schauensee by three years). Dr Con and the great soprano 
conversed inter alia about the messa di voce and the use of the chest voice. She sang 
‘O patria mia’ and he was amazed to find the “wonderful Boninsegna tone” still in 
good shape, right up to the high C. As Dr Con told it to me, the diva explained that 
she had retired from the stage because she no longer felt able to sustain the illusion 
of being a young heroine. 

Marston has tripped up on one or two of the many superb photographs which 
adorn this set. In the caption to the Page 19 picture of the 1901 Rome cast of Le 
maschere, the front left singer is unidentified. It took me about half an hour to work 
out that he is tenor Luigi Poggi, who sang Brighella. Both Richard Copeman and I 
are convinced that the fine profile portrait on Page 15 shows CB as Helen of Troy 
(Mefistofele), not Norma. 

Minor faults apart, this is a sumptuous set which reflects credit on everyone 
involved. It is a must for any serious connoisseur of vocal art and my final 
impression is that despite all the well-known problems of making acoustic records, 
Boninsegna maintained a fantastically high standard of artistry. 

Tully Potter 




